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Abstract. Atmospheric environments favorable for lightning and convection are commonly represented by proxies or pa-

rameterizations based on expert knowledge such as CAPE, wind shears, charge separation, or combinations thereof. Recent

developments in the field of machine learning, high resolution reanalyses, and accurate lightning observations open possibilities

for identifying tailored proxies without prior expert knowledge.

To identify vertical profiles favorable for lightning, a deep neural network links ERA5 vertical profiles of cloud physics,

mass field variables and wind to lightning location data from the Austrian Lightning Detection & Information System (ALDIS),

which has been transformed to a binary target variable labeling the ERA5 cells as cells with lightning activity and cells without

lightning activity. The ERA5 parameters are taken on model levels beyond the tropopause forming an input layer of approx.

670 features. The data of 2010–2018 serve as training/validation.

On independent test data, 2019, the deep network outperforms a reference with features based on meteorological expertise.

SHAP values highlight the atmospheric processes learned by the network which identifies cloud ice and snow content in the

upper and mid-troposphere as very relevant features. As these patterns correspond to the separation of charge in thunderstorm

cloud, the deep learning model can serve as physically meaningful description of lightning.

Depending on the region, the neural network also exploits the vertical wind or mass profiles to correctly classify cells with

lightning activity.

1 Introduction

Lightning affects many fields of our everyday’s life. Cloud-to-ground flashes might hit infrastructure such as wind turbines

(Becerra et al., 2018) and power lines (Cummins et al., 1998) and thus cause power outages. Humans might get injured

(Ritenour et al., 2008) or even die (Holle, 2016) after being hit by lightning. Wildfires (Reineking et al., 2010) release carbon

dioxide into the climate system, and thus limit the biosphere’s capacity to store carbon dioxide. Lightning also affects the

climate system by producing nitrogen oxides which play a key role in ozone conversion and acid rain production (DeCaria

et al., 2005). Ozone is an important greenhouse gas and changes in concentration can lead to warming or cooling of the

atmosphere. Thus, understanding of lightning is also an important factor in climate change research (Finney et al., 2018).
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Given lightning’s impact and that an average of 46 flashes are occurring around the globe every second (Cecil et al., 2014) it

is desirable to have models of the atmosphere capable to simulate lightning and its underlying dynamic processes down to the

resolved scales of the numeric model. Beyond the resolved scales one relies on so called proxies or parameterization to further

describe lightning. The term proxy is commonly used for quantities derived from atmospheric model output after numeric

computations. Parameterizations mean the description of lightning while numeric computations of the atmosphere model.

Proxies are frequently applied to assess historic and future behavior of convection and lightning. Popular proxies are cloud

top height (Price and Rind, 1992), cloud ice flux (Finney et al., 2014), CAPE times precipitation (Romps et al., 2018), or the

lightning potential index (Brisson et al., 2021). Though, these proxies perform reasonably good (Tippett et al., 2019), there is a

need for more complex or holistic proxies, as the behavior of lightning in a changing climate is still uncertain (Murray, 2018).

Another application that makes clear that more research on the description of lightning is needed in the field of operational

weather forecasting. Experience shows, for instance, that CAPE needs to be adapted to local conditions in order to perform

well (Groenemeijer et al., 2019).

Parameterizations are an internal part of numeric models, as they emulate sub-scale processes that cannot be resolved due

the discretization of governing equations. Therefore, the emulated processes give feedback to the other processes, also on

larger scales, within the atmospheric model. For instance, Tost et al. (2007) showed that modeled nitrogen oxide is sensitive to

lightning parameterizations in numerical models. Next to the classic description of lightning using cloud top height (Price and

Rind, 1992), parameterizations have been developed using polynomial regression (Allen and Pickering, 2002) and schemes

based on hydrometeors in the mixed-phase region which is important for cloud-resolving models (McCaul et al., 2009). A

comparison of several parameterizations using a superparameterized model is given by Charn and Parishani (2021). Recently,

the ECMWF launched a product for total lightning densities expressed as a function of hydrometeors contents, CAPE, and

(convective) cloud-base height output by the convective parameterization (Lopez, 2016).

In recent years machine learning (ML) approaches have been proposed to describe convection and lightning. Forty pres-

elected single level parameters from ERA5 were processed by artificial neural networks and gradient boosting machines for

lightning in parts of Europe and Sri Lanka (Ukkonen et al., 2017; Ukkonen and Mäkelä, 2019). The authors also bring up the

idea to feed ERA5’s model level parameters directly to an appropriate ML tool, i.e. neural network. Other studies tested random

forests for regions such as the Hubei Province in China (Shi et al., 2022) or the Southern Great Plains (Shan et al., 2023) and

generalized additive models (GAM) for the European Alps (Simon et al., 2023). All these studies confirm that the use of ML

approaches for the description of lightning is promising. In concurrent research, also explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)

techniques are used to move towards understanding the underlying reasoning of complex AI models and shows encouraging

results in Earth System Sciences applications (Barnes et al., 2020; Dutta and Pal, 2022; Hilburn et al., 2021; Mayer and Barnes,

2021; Stirnberg et al., 2021; Toms et al., 2021). Silva et al. (2022) use XGBoost classification trees to explore when the NASA

Goddard Earth Observing System model of lightning flash occurrence shows weaknesses and apply Shapley additive explana-

tions (SHAP) to describe which meteorological drivers are related to the model errors. They found that these errors are strongly

related to convection in the atmosphere and certain characteristics of the land surface.
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This paper builds upon these studies and aims at finding a holistic description of lightning. Supervised deep learning harvests

temporally and vertically well resolved ERA5 soundings of atmospheric dynamics and cloud physics to explain observations

from the Austrian Lightning Information & Detection System (ALDIS). The pattern found in ERA5 serve as proxy, but could

also guide towards a parameterization of lightning. Using ERA5 on model levels comes with the benefit that a complete

picture of the atmosphere is considered to find patterns explaining lightning. As the approach sees the raw model atmosphere,

no expert parameters diagnosed from the model levels are used as inputs, the study also answers whether deep learning can

identify physically meaningful patterns within the ERA5 sounding to describe lightning processes.

The region of interest are the eastern Alps which are characterized by complex terrain. Atmospheric dynamics on a gamut of

scales interacting with topography, which lead to various meso-scale (Feldmann et al., 2021) and local processes (Houze, 2012)

that can trigger convection and lightning. This study focuses on lightning during the peak phase of the warm season (June, July,

August) which differs fundamentally in the underlying dynamic processes to lightning during the cold season (Morgenstern

et al., 2022). Morgenstern et al. (2023) show that there are different environments, either dominated by wind-field or mass-field

variables, that favor lightning depending on the region.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents both the lightning detection data and the atmospheric reanalyses,

which both enter the supervised deep learning approach and a reference model (Sect. 3). Additionally, Section 3 illustrates the

methods to analyze performance and explainability of the deep learning approach. The results of these analyses are given in

Section 4. Section 5 discusses the physical patterns identified by the method, scrutinizes further applications and research that

is made possible with the novel insights and finally concludes the study.

2 Data

Two data sets build the foundation for this supervised machine learning task. First, the observational data from the lightning

location system ALDIS (Sect. 2.1) is used to derive the labels distinguishing cells with and without lightning activity. Second,

pseudo soundings from ERA5 (Sect. 2.2) serve as input for the deep learning approach. Spatially, the grid centers range from

8.25◦E to 16.75◦E and from 45.25◦N to 49.75◦N . Temporally, data for the meteorological summers (June, July, August)

from 2010 to 2019 are available.

2.1 Lightning Detection Data

The Austrian Lightning Detection & Information System (ALDIS) is part of the European effort EUCLID (Schulz et al.,

2016). Cloud-to-ground flashes with a current of > 15 kA or < −2 kA are aggregated to the spatio-temporal grid cells of

ERA5 (Sect. 2.2). Each cell has a horizontal extent of approx. 30 km×30 km and temporally of one hour. If at least one flash

has been detected in such a grid cell, then the cell is labeled as cell with lightning activity. Otherwise, if not a single flash has

been detected, the cell is labeled as cell without lightning activity.
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Table 1. ERA5 parameters on model levels.

Name Short Name Units Parameter ID

Temperature t K 130

Specific humidity q kgkg−1 133

U component of wind u ms−1 131

V component of wind v ms−1 132

Vertical velocity w Pas−1 135

Specific rain water content crwc kgkg−1 75

Specific snow water content cswc kgkg−1 76

Specific cloud liquid water content clwc kgkg−1 246

Specific cloud ice water content ciwc kgkg−1 247

2.2 Atmospheric Reanalysis

ECMWF’s fifth reanalyses, ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020), is available at a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ and temporally

of 1 hour. Vertically it consists of 137 hybrid model levels that align with topography near ground and approach isobars

in the upper atmosphere (see https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/UDOC/L137+model+level+definitions). On these model

levels nine parameters (Tab. 1) are available to describe the state of the atmosphere. Next to classical parameters, temperature,

specific humidity and three-dimensional winds, ERA5 provides a description of liquid and solid water particles in clouds, i.e.

the specific content of ice, snow (including graupel), liquid water, and rain. For this study, these parameters are used on the

lowest 74 model levels, spanning from level number 64 (approx. 15000 m geopotential height) to level number 137 (10 m

above ground).

2.3 Composition of Datasets

The two data sets are merged in order to obtain a tabular data shape. Each row of this tabular data refers to a spatio-temporal

grid cell. Thus, it can be indexed by the longitude and latitude of its center as well as its hourly time stamp. Each row is either

labeled as cell with lightning activity or without lightning activity. The nine ERA5 parameters (Tab. 1) on their 74 model levels

enter the tabular data such that each resulting column refers to an individual parameter on an individual level, making up a

total of 9× 74 = 666 ERA5 feature columns. Further, each row is complemented with the information of the hour of the day

and day of the season to account for diurnal and seasonal variations, respectively. Finally, the model topography is added as

another column.
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3 Methods

To avoid incorporating expert knowledge by using specialized deep learning architectures, a classical fully connected deep

neural network (Sect. 3.1) is used to fit a model which capable of distinguishing whether a specific spatio-temporal grid cell

corresponds to a lightning cell. To make sure that the neural network can model lightning sufficiently well, the resulting outputs

are compared to those of a state-of-the-art reference model (Sect. 3.2) on unseen test data. Finally, insights into the patterns

exploited by the trained model are gained by applying Shapley additive explanations (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Deep Learning Approach

A rather general fully connected neural network was designed, consisting of eight hidden layers with 512×512×512×512×
128× 128× 128× 16 nodes. Leaky rectified linear unit (leaky ReLU) is used as activation function for all hidden layers. The

input dimension is predetermined by the number of input features and thus equals 671 (nine atmospheric variables on 74 levels,

longitude, latitude, hour of the day, day of the season, and topography). The dimension of the output layer equals one, as it

solely classifies whether the cell is with or without lightning activity. The model output is activated with the sigmoid function.

The input features are scaled, such that the nine atmospheric variables are standardized by considering the 74 levels altogether,

prior training. To prevent the model from overfitting, dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with a value of 0.15 and early stopping

with a patience of ten epochs are applied. Binary cross entropy serves as loss function with a weight of approximately 41 for

positive events (flash occurrences) to address for the highly imbalanced data set.

3.2 Reference Model

For reference a generalized additive model (GAM, Wood, 2017) is used. This model is trained on longitude, latitude, hour of

the day, day of the season, topography and the atmospheric variables listed in Tab. 2, which were derived from ERA5 soundings

on meteorological expertise (Simon et al., 2023).

Thus, the input dimension for the reference model is only 15. The GAM is fitted using an algorithm tailored for gigadata

(Wood et al., 2017).

3.3 Explainability

While generalized additive models are interpretable by users (Lou et al., 2012), interpretability research of deep neural networks

still suffers many gaps (Zhang et al., 2021). Deep SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) is utilized to gain insights into the patterns

exploited by the neural network from Section 5 and to understand the features contributing to the classification of a spatio-

temporal cell as one exhibiting lightning activity. SHAP is a game theoretic approach to explain the relation of input and

output of any machine learning model. It uses the concept of Shapley values (Shapley, 1952) to provide local interpretability

by computing feature attributions which lead to the model’s output for a given input. Unfortunately, the computation time for

calculating the exact Shapley values grows exponentially with the number of input features. Common implementations for

computing Shapley values use simplifications to ensure computational feasibility.
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Table 2. The reference model is trained using the following ten atmospheric variables.

Description Short Name

Convective available potential energy cape

Binary indicator whether cloud is present cloud_exists

Convective precipitation cp

Mass of specific snow water content between the −20◦C and −40◦C isotherms cswc2040

Cloud top height in height above ground cth

Instantaneous surface sensible heat flux ishf

Medium cloud cover mcc

Total column supercooled liquid tcslw

Mass of water vapor between the −10◦C and −20◦C isotherms wvc1020

Two meter temperature 2t

This work applies Deep SHAP which is a model agnostic method that leverages extra knowledge about the nature of deep

neural networks to approximate Shapley values more efficiently but also assumes independence among the input features. As

in various applications, this property obviously is not fulfilled in the given data set but using a more accurate approximation as

described in Aas et al. (2021) is not feasible with the large number of input features. Despite this formal prerequisite, SHAP

values are successfully utilized in a variety of imaging tasks (e.g. in the medical field (van der Velden et al., 2022)) although

the independence assumption is also heavily violated when images are used as input and every pixel serves as an individual

input feature. Understanding the raw ERA5 vertical profiles as a collection of 1D-images it is safe to assume that Deep SHAP

leads to sufficiently good approximations to the precise Shapley values and can therefore be applied to gain insights into the

neural network trained in this study.

4 Results

This section first investigates the performance of the deep learning approach by comparing its output on unseen test data against

observations and the output of the reference model (Sect. 4.1). Next, the application of SHAP allows to gain insights about the

vertical profiles exploited by the neural network which indicate the occurrence of lightning (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 Performance of the deep learning approach

The neural network is trained as described in Sect. 3.1 to distinguish whether a given spatio-temporal cell is a cell with or

without lightning activity. To map the output of the model to a binary category, a threshold has to be defined. The threshold is

determined by maximizing the F1 score, which symmetrically represents precision and recall in one metric, on the validation

set.

The reference model is fitted as described in Sect. 3.2 and the threshold is computed following the same procedure.
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Table 3. Confusion matrices of the neural network model (left) and the reference model (right) on test year 2019.

observed

yes no

modeled
yes 14 370 61 446

no 15 768 1 374 741

observed

yes no

yes 12 654 65 176

no 17 484 1 371 011

The resulting confusion matrices are displayed in Tab. 3. The neural network slightly outperforms the reference model in

every category of the confusion matrix on previously unseen test data (year 2019). This can also be seen by comparing the

Matthew correlation coefficients (mcc) of the two models, where +1 represents a perfect match between model output and

observations, and 0 no better than random guessing. The deep learning model has an mcc of approximately 0.278 and the

reference model 0.237.

Previous studies have shown that descriptions of lightning based on ML models reproduce the observed diurnal cycle more

realistically than simple proxies such as CAPE (Fig 2. in Simon et al., 2023). To investigate the ability of the introduced model

to reproduce the diurnal cycle of lightning, the mean of the binary model output and the observations of the test year 2019 for

each hour of the day is calculated for four different small subdomains (Fig.1). In this case, the model’s threshold is calibrated

to align the average predicted and observed lightning frequencies of the validation set.

The comparison reveals a good match of the shapes of the modeled and observed diurnal cycles. In particular, the transition

from the low values in the morning to the peak in the afternoons are well reproduced. For three of the subdomains (Flatlands,

Northern Alpine Rim and Southern Alpine Rim), the model slightly overestimates the observed occurrence probabilities, which

is a result of different mean occurrences of lightning in the validation (used for finding the threshold) and test data (plotted).

The only larger deviation can be found during the late afternoon in the High Alps, where the model overestimates the observed

diurnal cycle. It should be noted that the curves of the reference model are not directly comparable to those presented in

(Fig. 2 in Simon et al., 2023), despite using the same model architecture and input variables. This discrepancy arises from

the fundamentally different data strategies employed. Simon et al. (2023) implemented a cross-validation method across the

entire dataset spanning 2010 to 2019, averaged the calibrated probabilities for lightning occurrences and evaluated the mean

of the modeled diurnal cycles over the ten years of available data. In contrast, the current study exclusively utilizes data from

the years 2010 to 2018 to fit the model and threshold. The model’s performance and resulting diurnal cycles are then assessed

using data exclusively from the full year 2019, which has previously not been seen.

4.2 Identifying patterns exploited by the deep learning model

The good performance of the deep learning approach motivates a closer look at what patterns the model has learned in order to

distinguish between cells with and without lightning activity. SHAP values (Sect. 3.3) indicate which inputs the neural network

is particularly interested in. Since the goal is to find patterns which are valid throughout the full region used for training, and
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Figure 1. Diurnal cycles of the probability of a lightning occurring in a spatio-temporal cell. The binary model outputs of the neural network

and reference model, as well as the binary observations have been averaged over four subdomains.

unbiased by the frequency of lightning within a specific spatial cell, the SHAP values are computed separately for each spatial

cell. 1 Given a specific input, the SHAP values of all input features always sum up, with only small approximation errors, to the

difference between the base value (derived from the expected model output based on background data) and the model output.

To better understand the underlying patterns, the SHAP values are scaled by dividing them by the difference between the base

value of the corresponding spatial cell and the threshold at which a cell is classified as having lightning activity. This implies

that the model classifies a cell as having lightning activity as soon as the scaled SHAP values sum up to one or more, regardless

of the underlying base value. All plots in this paper illustrate these scaled SHAP values. The aggregated results of the scaled

SHAP values of correctly classified cells with lightning activity are visualized in Fig. 2.

On average cloud ice (ciwc) and snow water content (cswc) contribute the most to the network’s output. Also note that ciwc

with its lighter-weighted ice crystals is particularly interesting at a geopotential height of approx. 8000 to 12000 m and cswc

with its solid precipitation at approx. 3000 to 10000 m.

Taking a closer look (Fig. 3) at the ciwc and cswc at these altitudes, it is noticeable that the model exhibits greater confidence

when ciwc and cswc values are substantially elevated. Furthermore, there is a tendency for the model to produce false positives

during periods of high ciwc and cswc, while false negatives are more prevalent when these values are low compared to correctly

classified lightning events.

While classifications where a cloudy atmosphere is the most dominantly exploited feature by the neural networks are the

majority, grouping the results into three categories, following Morgenstern et al. (2023), reveals additional patterns:

cloud: True positives where the sum of scaled SHAP values of ciwc, clwc, crwc and cswc exceeds 0.5.

mass: True positives where the sum of scaled SHAP values of q and t exceeds 0.5.

wind: True positives where the sum of scaled SHAP values of u, v and w exceeds 0.5.

Visualizing the vertical profiles of the scaled SHAP values (Fig. 4a) and the real feature values (Fig. 4b) of these three groups

it becomes clear that the mass-field lightning is characterized by warmer temperatures in the troposphere, a less stable stratifi-

1In particular, within SHAP’s DeepExplainer the full number of samples without lightning activity of the corresponding spatial cell are used as

background data.
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Figure 2. Scaled SHAP values for several variables (names on top of each subfigure) on correctly modeled lightning events (true positives).

The two colors represent the confidence (stratified by median) of the network in its output. The dark green color summarizes the events where

the network is very confident that a lightning event occurred. The light green color summarizes the events where the network still modeled

correctly, but with less confidence. The solid lines show the median of all observations and the colored areas highlight the 50% quantiles.

cation and copious amounts of water vapor in the lower troposphere. Larger amounts of latent heat released by condensation

as indicated by large clwc values in the lower troposphere combined with a weaker stratification result in more CAPE that can

be released, which carries solid particles (ciwc) higher into the troposphere. Heavier solid hydrometeors (cswc) peak further

below.

Ice crystals and solid hydrometeors in wind-field lightning, on the other hand, are not transported that far up into the

troposphere and they both peak in a similar altitude range. The large-scale vertical velocity in the lower troposphere is high

as is the horizontal wind speed – particularly its southern component. Temperatures and consequently specific humidity q are

lower and the stratification is stabler than for the mass-field lightning. All of this indicates forced lifting along (cold) fronts

and topography. Cold fronts in this region typically occur in southwesterly flow downstream of the trough axis, which explains

the exceptional values of the v-component of the wind. Charge separation consequently occurs on a tilted instead of a nearly

vertical path as in mass field lightning, having earned this type of lightning the name tilted thunderstorm (Brook et al., 1982;

Takeuti et al., 1978; Takahashi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021).

Following the approach of Morgenstern et al. (2023), Fig. 5 subdivides the cloud-dominant group into two subcategories:

cloud-mass and cloud-wind. This grouping is based on whether the aggregate of scaled SHAP values is greater for mass-related

or wind-related parameters.
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Figure 3. The two left columns display the vertical profiles of the real feature labels, while the two right columns present the vertical profiles

of the scaled SHAP values. The upper row illustrates less confident true positives (TP) compared to false positives (FP), while the lower row

illustrates less confident true positives compared to false negatives (FN). True negatives (TN) are also included for reference.

Lightning with large scaled SHAP and real values of the cloud variables seems to occur for both mass-field and wind-

field lightning confirming the results from Morgenstern et al. (2022, 2023), who had used principal component analysis and

clustering for identifying these categories.

Fig. 6 highlights the geographical regions, where cloud-mass-, cloud-wind-, mass-, or wind-dominant cells exhibiting light-

ning activity were classified. Cloud-dominant cells with lightning activity are distributed across the entire map, but are par-

ticularly abundant along the primary chain of the Alps. Mass-dominant cells are predominantly situated in Northern Italy and

Slovenia. Wind-dominant cells are primarily concentrated in the northwestern region of the Italian flat terrain, the Po Plain.

4.3 Sample case study

A sample case on unseen test data illustrates how the model from the deep learning approach sees a specific weather event.

In the afternoon of June 20, 2019, a weak upper level trough embedded in southwesterly flow passed over the Alps, whereas

below crest height the flow was predominantly around the Alps. Lightning in the target area (Fig. 7) occured in the warm

sector in a zone with the highest values of equivalent potential temperature. Its accompanying front had just arrived on the west

coast of Europe. The lightning model correctly identified lightning in the eastern half of Fig. 7 while misclassifying several

occurences in its western half.
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(a) scaled SHAP values

(b) real features

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of the scaled SHAP-values (a) and real features (b) per variable with colors indicating true negatives and different

groups of true positives (cloud-, mass-, wind-dominant).
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(a) scaled SHAP values

(b) real features

Figure 5. Vertical profiles of the scaled SHAP-values (a) and real features (b) per variable with colors indicating cloud-mass and cloud-wind

dominant true positives.
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(a) cloud-mass-dominant (b) cloud-wind-dominant

(c) mass-dominant (d) wind-dominant

Figure 6. The count of true positive classifications stratified by the variable group that is most dominant for each geographical location. The

data for the displayed topography layer is taken from TanDEM-X (Rizzoli et al., 2017).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this study a neural network is trained on the vertical columns of raw ERA5 data without inducing any further expert knowl-

edge about atmospheric processes to classify whether there was a lightning event or not. Then SHAP values are used to explain

which variables and vertical levels attribute the most to correct classifications of cells with lightning activity. As indicated in

Sect. 4.2, the specific snow water and ice water content significantly capture attention, with peak interest occurring at a geopo-

tential height of approximately 4000 m and 7000 m (cswc), and at heights of 9000 m and 11000 m (ciwc) respectively. The

neural network discovered by itself the essential ingredient for lightning, namely charge separation. It occurs when ice cyrstals

(ciwc) and larger frozen particles (graupel, cswc) are present in the convective updraft. Once the graupel is sufficiently heavy,

its velocity is smaller than the velocity of the rising ice crystals, and the collisions between ice crystals and graupel result in

oppositely charged particles (Reynolds et al., 1957; Saunders et al., 2006). Fig. 1 in Lopez (2016) shows the typical distribution

13



Figure 7. The map shows ERA5 grid cells with classifications of true positive (green diamonds), false negative (red diamonds) and false

positive (dots) for the test data case June 20, 2019, in the hour before 18:00 UTC which is a case of the unseen test data. The size of the green

diamonds indicates whether it is a very or less confident true positive. Low saturation of the red diamonds indicates that the output of the

network was close to labeling the cell as one with lightning activity. The data for the displayed topography layer is taken from TanDEM-X

(Rizzoli et al., 2017).
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of charges in a mature thunderstorm cloud. However, it is noteworthy that the model seems to be particularly interested in the

cloud ice water content at a height of 9000 and 11000 m while recent literature usually looks at the cloud ice water content at

440 hPa (typically about 6000 m) (Finney et al., 2014, 2018; Silva et al., 2022). Focusing on the region close to the tropopause

between 9000 and 11000 m means that it is crucial to vent ice particles all the way up to the tropopause and form anvils as is

typical of the thunderstorm clouds.

Moreover, the model leverages the presence of southerly winds and vertical updrafts as reliable indicators for lightning

occurrence especially in the northwestern Po Plain. Additionally, high specific humidity below 4000 m serves as a robust

proxy in the central and eastern Po Plain, as well as in the southern regions of the Slovenian Alps.

The results in this work suggest promising future applications. Being able to train a neural network directly on atmospheric

soundings with good ability to distinguish between cells with and without lightning activity, and then opening the black box

may enable researchers to gain a better understanding of atmospheric processes in regions like e.g. equatorial Africa where

ample studies are scarce (Chakraborty et al., 2022). The first MGT-I satellite was launched on 13 December 2022 and will

provide a lightning imager (Holmlund et al., 2021) which appears to be a promising source for the target variable. Further-

more, many existing models come with two very different parameterizations for ocean and land (Finney et al., 2014) and this

inevitably leads to discontinuities in coastal areas. Also the reasons for the much lower lightning frequency over ocean are not

as well understood yet. Explainable AI might be a valuable building block in moving towards a more holistic understanding of

the underlying atmospheric processes.

Future work might improve the results presented in this study. Convection and cloud processes are not purely vertical

processes and thus ML parameterization greatly benefits from using multiple neighboring vertical atmospheric columns instead

of a single column. Wang et al. (2022) work with 192 km×192 km grid cells to model, among others, subgrid zonal and

meridional momentum flux due to vertical advection and suggest that a 3×3 subgrid could further improve the performance of

the deep learning approach. Here, a simple fully connected neural network is used and therefore the model loses information

about the connectivity of the values along the levels of the vertical profiles. Using convolutional layers to process the profiles

would, most likely, further improve the results. However, the goal of this work was to use a very simple machine learning

approach to detect cells with lightning activity and then to disect the model to understand which atmospheric conditions the

model has found to be typical for lightning. The input data was preprocessed with only very little meteorological expertise to

ensure that the methodology is easily transferable to other regions of the earth where the understanding of lightning related

atmospheric processes is still scarce.

Code and data availability. The software (version 1.1; Python and R code) used to produce the results and plots in this manuscript is licenced

under MIT and published on GitHub https://github.com/noxthot/xai_lightningprocesses (Ehrensperger et al., 2024). The source code relies

on two data sources:

1. ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) data are available via the Climate Data Store (Hersbach et al., 2018, 2017). Scripts for sending the

retrievals are included in the data-preprocessing directory of the GitHub repository (Ehrensperger et al., 2024).
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2. The ALDIS data (Schulz et al., 2016), which are the second important source of data, cannot be made available to the public. However,

ALDIS data are available on request from ALDIS aldis@ove.at – fees may be charged.
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